DTN mobile nodes depend on their mobility to carry the message to destination. Therefore it is important to understand the effect of buffer management policies on the performance of DTN routing protocols under different mobility models.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional network architecture TCP/IP ,mobile ad hoc proactive, reactive required end-to-end path and can not be implemented in advanced wireless applications e.g. Military networks, vehicular ad hoc network, wild life tracking sensor networks.
In order to delivery the message in such environment researchers have proposed Delay Tolerance Network DTN [1] , [2] , [7] and [8] where the network infrastructure is composed of sparse nodes, further each node in the network stores a packet that has been forwarded to it by other nodes, carries the packet while it moves around, and forwards or duplicates it to other nodes (or the destination node) when they come surrounded by transmission range.
DTN routing with single-copy [21] approach reduce the buffer usage but suffers from long delays and low delivery ratio.
Multi-copy [3] and [4] schemes results in low delivery delay and gain high message delivery. In such schemes buffer quickly gets congested, so a good buffer management policy is required to overcome this congestion [17] , [18] , [15] and [22] .
Further while moving according to mobility model the node continue to replicate the message on available links. The mobility of the nodes affects the number of average connected paths, which in sequence influence the performance of the routing algorithm Therefore combination of node mobility models with buffer management policy can optimize the results in our concern domain areas of disruption environment [19] and [20] .
In our previous work of DLA [15] we inspect that epidemic router is not showing good delivery probability in case of SPMBM so in this work we explore epidemic routing with other mobility models . And we evaluate buffer management policy (DLA), Drop Oldest (DOA) with various mobility models under highly congested network. We have performed through the simulations that Epidemic routing protocol under five mobility models RWP, RW, SPMBM, MBM, and Manhattan.
The rest of paper is organized follows Section 2 discuss existing buffer management policies. Section 3 summarizes performance metrics. Section 4 describes evaluation our buffer management policy under routing protocols. Section 5 is about mobility models, Section 6 gives proposed algorithm (DLA). Section 7-8 is for simulation results and conclusion.
EXISTING BUFFER MANAGEMENT POLICES

Drop Random (DR)
The choice of message to be dropped is in arbitrary order.
Drop -Least-Recently-Received (DLR)
It drop the message that have been in the node longest. [16] 
Drop-Oldest (DOA)
The message with the shorted remaining life time (TTL) in network is dropped. The idea of dropping such packet is that if packet TTL is small, it is in the network for long time and thus has high probability to be already delivered.
Drop Tail
It drops the newly arrive message.
Drop Front
The message that arrives first in the buffer is dropped first.
N-Drop
In N-Dropt [16] , the message that does N number of forwarding will be selected to drop.
Drop Largest (DLA)
In Drop Largest (DLA), large size message will be selected in order to drop. [15] 
MOFO-Evict most forwarded first
The message that has been forwarded to maximum number of times will be dropped first. [14] 
MOPR -Evict most favorably forwarded first
Each message in node is related with a forwarding predictability FP, initially assigned to 0. When the message is forwarded the FP value is modified and the message with maximum FP value will be dropped first. [14] 
SHLI -Evict shortest life time first
The message contain smallest TTL will be selected to drop. [14] 
GBD (Global Knowledge based Drop)
GBD based on global knowledge about the network state. As global Knowledge is required, GBD is difficult to be implemented, thus, it will serve as a point of reference. [13] 
HBD
A deployable variant of GBD that uses the new utilities based on estimates of m and n. [13] 
FBD (Flood Based Drop)
FBD accounts only for the global information collected using simple message flooding, that is, without considering past history or other messages. [13] 2.14 T-DROP Its will drop the message which lies in the threshold size range of buffer. [17] 
E-DROP
Its will drop the message of equal size from the node buffer when the node congested [18] .
PERFORMANCE METRICS 3.1 Delivery Probability
It is a function of measuring messages that are correctly received by the final destination within a given time period.
Buffer Time Average
The buffer time average is the function of measuring the average time spends by all messages in node buffer function of measuring the average time spends by all messages in node buffer.
Message Drop
It is a function to count number of messages dropped during transmission from the buffer.
Overhead Ratio
It is negation of number of message relayed to message delivered.
Hop count Average
The function of measuring the number of nodes a message accepted to reach the destination.
PROTOCOL UNDER OBSERVATION 4.1 Epidemic Routing
Epidemic Routing [6] spread application messages to nodes, called carriers, within connected areas of ad hoc networks. In Epidemic Routing when carriers coming into contact with another connected portion of the network through node mobility it spread the message to nodes. Through such iterative transmission of data, messages have a high probability of reaching their destination.
MOBILITY MODEL UNDER OBSERVATION
Various mobility models can be categorized according to their spatial and temporal dependencies. Spatial dependency: It is a measure of how two nodes are dependent in their motion. If two nodes are moving in same direction then they have high spatial dependency. Temporal dependency: It is a measure of how current velocity (magnitude and direction) are related to previous velocity.
Nodes having same velocity have high temporal dependency.
Random Waypoint Model (RWP)
The random way point [11] proposed by Johnson and lee works by moving the mobile nodes randomly according to direction speed at regular time intervals.
In this model a mobile node stays at location for certain period of time, once the time expired, the node moves to the new destination by choosing the random speed from [0-MAXSPEED]. Hence node continues to move till the end of simulation along with crisscross path.
Random Walk (RW)
The random walk model [11] describes the individual's movement relative to cells. In random walk model a node moves from current location to a new location for a time interval t by randomly choosing a direction and speed from the pre defined ranges. At the end of each time interval a new direction and speed are calculated. 
Shortest Path map mobility (SPMBM)
The Shortest path map based mobility model [8] , SPMBM, is the extension of map based movement which uses the DijKstra's shortest path algorithm to calculate the shortest path from current location to randomly selected destination.
In SPMBM when a node reaches its destination it waits for the time interval t and then directed to randomly selected node by using shortest path.
Map mobility Models (MBM)
In the simple random map based models [8] , MBM, nodes move to randomly determined positions on the map but follow the roads to define by the map data.
Route map mobility Models (RMBM)
The route map mobility models are also extension of MBM but it's used for the vehicle mobility in groups. [8] 
Manhattan mobility model
Manhattan model is used to simulate the movement pattern of mobile nodes on streets defined by maps [9] and can be applied to replicate movement in an urban area where portable devices are supported with stabilized computing service.
The map of Manhattan mobility model formulates a grid like structure of horizontal and vertical lines. This distribution is called streets and mobile node is allowed to move along the grid in horizontal or vertical. The mobile node is allowed to change its direction at a predefined probability i.e. on the same street is 0.5, turning left is 0.25, turning right is 0.25..
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In the following section we observe the performance of different mobility models with epidemic router with exiting (DOA), and Drop Largest (DLA). All the experiments were performed using ONE Simulator. The ONE [5] Simulator is a discrete event simulator written in Java. The main objective of simulator is to Implement DTN (store-carry-forward) of message for long time, where the probability of disconnections and failures is high.
First we consider delivery probability of epidemic routing protocol with drop policies DOA, DLA with five mobility models as shown in figure 1 . We can see that DLA have varying impact on message delivery Probability, but higher delivery in case of RWP, Manhattan and RW. 
Figure 1 Delivery Probability
While in SPMBM and MBM DLA have less delivery probability than DOA. However in all the configuration of mobility models, message delivery of DLA is improved then DOA only affected in SPMBM and MBM but improves other metrics discussed later and is trade off. Figure 2 plot the impact of message dropped with DLA and DOA. In all Mobility models configurations DLA reduce the message drops to a significant quantity. We can observe the strength of DLA, which drop large size message and free more buffer space as described in algorithm [15] .In Epidemic routing the message delivery was affected in case of SPMBM and MBM due to the flooding nature of epidemic but message drop is fall down then existing DOA, DLA have optimized the message drop metric. Figure 3 represents the influence of DLA and DOA with respect to overhead ratio with five mobility models. We can see clearly that overhead ratio with DLA is decrease in all mobility models with Epidemic router just equal in case of RW. Hence mobility models with DLA overhead is reduced to considerable extent. Average with all mobility models. Its means the delivery probability is increase in DLA with less hop count average and message reached their destination earlier as compared to DOA and buffer was managed in more effective manner and more messages are accommodate and chance of delivery increases. 
Figure 2 Message Dropped w.r.t Mobility Models
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we saw the impact of an efficient buffer management policy DLA which drop large size messages when the node buffer is congested with five mobility models RWP, RW, SPMBM, and MBM.
Its also optimize the router performance metrics like message delivery , message drop, overhead ratio and buffer time average compared to DOA. Future work is to investigate the DLA (Drop Largest) technique with all existing buffer management policies.
